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1. FACET-II Science Opportunities Workshops (Oct. 12-16, 2015)

To further define the scientific program and performance requirements for FACET-II, a week of
workshops were held at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory on October 12-16, 2015. This was the first
of a series of such workshops to be held with the user community for the FACET-II National User Facility.
A baseline design for FACET-II has been established in the FACET-II CDR, but there are numerous
upgrade options under consideration. The priority and timing of implementing these options must be
responsive to the needs and interests of the user community.

As  at  FACET,  it  is  envisioned  that  approximately  half  of  the  experimental  time  on  FACET-II  will  be
devoted to the primary Plasma Wakefield Acceleration program (PWFA). All experimental proposals,
including  PWFA,  are  reviewed  and  approved  by  the  SLAC  program  advisory  committee,  SAREC.  In
addition to a broad scope of PWFA-related topics, the FACET experimental program has included
Dielectric Wakefield Acceleration (DWA), materials experiments with extreme fields, development of
new diagnostic techniques, and several smaller experiments. In addition, FACET-II could provide a
program with very intense beams of Compton-based gamma rays.

To reflect this wide diversity of experimental interests, the week was divided into five individual
workshops: Accelerator Physics of Extreme Beams, Material Interactions with Extreme Fields, Plasma
Acceleration Based Linear Colliders, Plasma Acceleration Based XFELs, and Applications of Compton
Based Gamma Rays. The workshops on Extreme Beams, Colliders and XFELs were largely on plasma
wakefield research, with intense discussion of the most important next steps for the PWFA program.
The workshop on materials science identified a few specific areas of study which would benefit from the
unique FACET-II parameters, but found that many other experiments could best be performed in a
laboratory setting. The last workshop on gamma rays attracted much more interest than expected, and
clearly indicated that the user community for this particular capability is active and engaged.

The next workshops in this series will likely be held in late summer 2016 in conjunction with the FACET
user meeting and final FACET SAREC review.
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2. Accelerator Physics of Extreme Beams (Oct. 12, 2015)
Conveners:   Zhirong Huang (SLAC), Pietro Musumeci (UCLA)

2.1. Introduction

A baseline design for FACET-II has been established in the FACET-II CDR. By offering bunch charge
ranging from pC to nC, emittance from nm to microns, electrons and positrons, single and double
bunches, tailored current profiles of up to nearly 100kA and energy up to 10GeV, FACET-II provides
experimental capabilities unparalleled anywhere in the world.

The October 12 Workshop on Accelerator Physics of Extreme Beams explores these unique capabilities
as well as accelerator physics challenges. Overview talks by Mark Hogan and Glen White discussed the
science goals and the accelerator design of the FACET-II facility. The workshop topics were concentrated
in three areas: high-brightness injector R&D, linac beam dynamics, and advanced beam diagnostics.
There were two presentations on THz generation (by Gennady Stupakov and Ziran Wu), which will be
summarized together on the second day of the workshop week.

During the final discussions of the workshop, the need for lower-energy (~1 GeV level) beams was raised.
There are several schemes for beam manipulations and FEL applications in this energy range, which is
not  covered by MeV accelerator  test  facilities  such as  BNL ATF,  nor  by  the current  design of  FACET-II.
Examples presented included noise suppression and high-efficiency FEL studies for EUV lithography.

2.2. Injector R&D

The FACET-II injector presents many interesting beam dynamics and physics challenges. During the
workshop these were discussed and analyzed in various talks.

One significant aspect discussed was the parameter space where FACET2 will operate, which is
extremely wide, spanning many orders of magnitude in beam charge and emittances. In order to satisfy
the many requirements for the various experiments, the design must be extremely flexible. Jens
Osterhoff discussed the lessons learned in the development of the FLASHForward project at DESY for
advanced accelerator experiments. There, the challenge is not just to prepare a high brightness beam
for plasma acceleration experiments, but also to preserve its quality after the acceleration stage1.

Renkai Li discussed the opportunities for improving the beam brightness from the photoinjector.
Assuming that an exact copy of the LCLS gun2 will be used as the FACET-II electron source, he focused on
issues related to obtaining small emittance for the large beam charge required for some experiments.
Shaping the laser pulses illuminating the cathode will be critical in order to control the emittance growth
associated with the nonlinear space charge fields. This is supported by recent data from the operation of
the LCLS photoinjector3. More exotic laser aspect ratios on the cathode (pancake4 or cigar5) regimes
offer alternative operating modes which might be preferable depending on the final demands on the
beam for particular applications.
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Assuming that optimal shaping of the laser pulse can significantly reduce the emittance growth, a major
contribution to the final emittance will come from the thermal emittance from the photoemission
process6.  Recent  results  on  metallic  cathodes  from  PSI7 indicate the possibility to reduce the thermal
emittance either by using a laser wavelength tuned to the cathode work-function or by carefully
choosing the cathode material. The advantages of lower emittance must be weighed against the
associated trade-off of a lower quantum efficiency which could limit the maximum charge achievable for
the available photocathode drive laser energy.

Figure 6.1. Emittance as a function of distance from the cathode and optimization of transverse laser pulse shaping
iris for achieving minimum emittance.

Another topic discussed was the recent use of genetic algorithms for photoinjector optimization8 to
improve the final performance of the system. This has proven quite successful for the LCLS-II injector
design9. It will be important when applying this method to the FACET-II injector to tightly define the
target beam characteristics in order to optimize the search, given the rather large parameter space.

The  discussion  also  noted  that  the  operating  regime  of  FACET-II  is  largely  different  from  that  for  the
LCLS-II phase I design. This design has been used as the baseline for the injector but the need for
solenoidal coils around the first two accelerating sections should be reevaluated, given the different
parameters.

Massimo Ferrario discussed the experience with the SPARC_LAB photoinjector where two solenoids
wrap the first two accelerating sections and are used in the velocity bunching scheme to control the
beam size and emittance during compression10. This experiment demonstrates velocity bunching as an
effective alternative to magnetic chicane-based compression to increase the peak current while
preserving the transverse emittance.

The longitudinal phase space rotation associated with velocity bunching has also been demonstrated to
be useful in bunch train generation. When illuminating the cathode with a sequence of short laser
pulses (see Figure 1.2a),  space  charge  forces  cause  the  electron  beamlets  to  quickly  mix  as  they
propagate  away  from  the  gun.  At  SPARC_LAB,  the  first  RF  structure  after  the  gun  has  been
demonstrated to reverse the rotation and retrieve the original laser pulse train on the electron beam
current profile (Figure 1.2b)11.
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Figure 1.2. SPARC photoinjector measured laser temporal profile and electron beam longitudinal phase space.

2.3. Beam dynamics

Jens Osterhoff showed FLASHForward start-to-end simulations where the hose instability in a plasma
wakefield accelerator severely affected the quality and stability of the accelerated beams. The hose
instability can be initiated by CSR effects on the electron beam during the bunch compression process. It
also illustrates the importance of realistic start-to-end simulations for these plasma accelerator schemes.

Zhen Zhang discussed generation, acceleration and compression of twin electron bunches in the same
acceleration bucket, which has attracted a lot of recent interest in free-electron lasers and wake eld
accelerators. A successful experiment at LCLS used twin bunches to generate two-color X-ray pulses with
tunable time delay and energy separation12 13. Numerical simulations of the  FACET-II beamline show the
possibility of generating two high-intensity (> 10 kA) electron bunches with time delay from 100 fs to
picoseconds, allowing fine control of the witness bunch timing for high-gradient acceleration in a plasma.

Figure 1.3 Phase space of two bunches with time delays of 100 fs and 140 fs. The initial laser pulse delay at the
cathode is 6 ps.
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For linac-driven FELs or plasma wakefield accelerators, the wake elds in the linac structure lead to
a ’double-horn’ shape in the current pro le, which makes CSR effects more pronounced and also
increases the CSR-driven hose instability as discussed earlier. Yuantao Ding showed experimental studies
of truncating the double horns with collimators located inside the rst bunch compressor. Peak power
of over 100 GW at 9 keV has been recently measured with a collimated beam at LCLS14. This technique
can be applied to FACET-II to obtain high peak current and short bunches. Another important collective
effect is the electron microbunching driven by longitudinal space charge instability. Daniel Ratner
showed direct observation of this microbunching instability at LCLS15.

A critical parameter for beam-driven wakefield accelerators is the transformer ratio, which is generally
limited  to  values  less  than  2.  However,  larger  values  can  be  produced  by  using  drive  bunches  with
tailored (asymmetric) current profiles. Philippe Piot noted that the coupling of a high-brightness S-band
photoinjector with a linac including multi-stage bunch compression, as in FACET-II, can support
advanced beam shaping techniques, and showed some examples16. A unique suite of beam diagnostics
suitable for characterization of the longitudinal phase space should be developed and will be further
discussed in the following section. Further beam manipulations including shaping using dielectrics were
also discussed by John Power.

Figure 1.4 A ramped current profile can drive a large transformer ratio (|E+/E-|) in a wakefield accelerator.

2.4. Advanced diagnostics

The extreme parameters of the FACET-II beams call for the development of advanced beam diagnostics,
which were discussed in a few talks during the workshop.

Paul Emma discussed the use of a skew quadrupole in the chicane to visualize the time-dependent
effects of the CSR on the beam phase space. A skew quadrupole located in a dispersive section could act
as a poor-man’s deflector17 and has been used at LCLS to provide insights on the effect of the x-band
cavity linearizer on the beam longitudinal phase space.

Alex Murokh discussed a novel beam profile monitor which has been funded through an SBIR for
applications at LCLS, but could also be useful for FACET-II. The innovation consists in using 13.5 nm
transition radiation from a multi-layer mirror to image the transverse profile of the electron beam
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instead of conventional visible light from a flat screen. The shorter wavelength brings a few advantages.
First, due to diffraction, EUV offers better spatial resolution than visible light. Second, coherent effects
like those that affected beam profile diagnostics during LCLS commissioning will not occur. RadiaBeam is
developing this novel beam profile monitor based on efficient multilayer mirror technology.

Figure 1.5 Skew quadrupole time-resolved CSR effects measurement scheme and Elegant simulation of the image
on the screen.

Gerard Andonian discussed longitudinal beam profile diagnostics. This is a very important topic as
FACET-II is designed for very short beams. One possibility would be to adapt the attoscope scheme18

currently being demonstrated in an ongoing experiment at BNL ATF to the FACET-II beamline. A TEM01
mode of a laser interacts with the beam in a short undulator imparting an angular kick which depends
on the optical phase. After the undulator, the beam is streaked in the perpendicular direction using a
high voltage deflecting cavity. This resultsin the temporal coordinate of the beam being mapped in a
snake-like shape on a downstream screen. While the original proposal involved the use of a CO2 laser,
for FACET-II the undulator streak drive power could be provided by a high power 800 nm Ti:Sa system.

Figure 1.6 Left) attoscope scheme for measuring bunch longitudinal profile using the combination of optical
streaking in an undulator and RF streaking in a resonant cavity. Right) Scheme for a short wavelength transverse
profile monitor.

Finally, it should be mentioned that a few of the talks requested experiments at lower beam energies
than the 10 GeV design. Ariel Nause discussed the possibility of testing shot-noise suppression19 using a
long drift channel for a 1-2 GeV energy beam. The experiment would allow the first demonstration of
noise suppression at EUV wavelength. Joe Duris pointed out the opportunity for high efficiency energy
extraction20 from the ultrahigh brightness FACET-II beam using tapered undulators.
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2.5. Experimental proposal: Joe Duris (UCLA)
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2.6. Experimental proposal: Phillipe Piot (NIU)
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2.7. Experimental proposal: Ziran Wu (SLAC, Stanford U.)
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2.8. Experimental proposal: Paul Emma (SLAC)
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2.9. Experimental proposal: Ariel Nause (UCLA)
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3. Material Interactions with Extreme Fields (Oct. 13, 2015)
Conveners:   Jerry Hastings (SLAC), Ioan Tudosa (U. Penn.)

3.1. Introduction

THz science is an exciting opportunity with the potential to advance research in many scientific fields.
On September 5-6, 2012, a workshop, "Frontiers of THz Science", was held at SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory. This workshop described the state of THz science some 3 years ago and provided insight into
directions for the future. The workshop summary focused on the important science topics discussed and
also included research from scientists who were not able to attend but whose work was within the
scope covered. This included research in the fields of physics, chemistry, materials science and biology.
There are of course other fields where THz radiation is important, such as astrophysics, but these are
beyond the scope of this report.

THz radiation is characterized in terms of field strength, pulse shape, bandwidth, and frequency. The
source requirements depend on the class of experiments. Some experiments need continuous wave
(CW) sources, while others benefit from pulsed radiation with higher peak power. For pulsed sources,
the repetition rate depends on the capabilities of the source (pump) as well as the probe. It is important
to be able to shape and tune the THz radiation to optimize for the frequency and bandwidth
requirements of various different experiments. Both laser-based and accelerator-based THz sources are
capable of generating a variety of field profiles. The profiles range from a single optical cycle that can
apply an all-optical bias to a sample, to few cycle pulses with narrower-band spectra, which are
preferable for interacting with particular vibrational degrees of freedom. When intense few cycle THz
fields are applied to samples, they have the potential to condition or control matter, stimulating it with
surgical precision, and exploring pathways to induce new phases not accessible via other means.

For the current workshop, the science case at FACET-II emphasized the unique aspects that had been
discussed in the September 2012 workshop, namely that THz excitations are below the ionization
threshold and are thus ‘charge neutral’. This differentiates them from laser based pulses in the optical
regime.   The discussion included both applications of single cycle pulses at the highest field strength
with the hope of reaching 1V/Å and the use of narrow band THz to drive specific excitations in samples.
The conclusion was that FACET-II is best suited to the single cycle applications and either laser-based
sources or wiggler-based accelerator sources are better matched to the narrow band experiments.
Therefore, the rest of this summary highlights the potential for single cycle THz fields.  Finally, for either
single cycle or narrow band experiments there was unanimous agreement that the potential of FACET-II
for THz experiments can only be realized if the radiation can be transported to the klystron gallery to
permit easy access to the experimental equipment.

3.2. Pulsed THz Studies

The existing experimental setup at FACET where the field comes naturally in a short pulse associated
with the electron bunch is well suited to pulsed THz studies. Applications include magnetism,
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mechanical excitations, ferroelectrics, chemistry and catalysis, crystal lattice dynamics and electronic
transitions.

One such application uses the mechanical effects of the electromagnetic (EM) field of the short electron
bunch. Ioan Tudosa presented a method of using a patch antenna to transform the EM energy into
mechanical energy. This system was used to probe the properties of materials used in resistive
memories. The switching of resistive states under ultra-short mechanical stress pointed out the role of
lattice in memory state stability. The most enabling features of FACET are high charge and short pulse
duration (100fs or smaller) in a small focus. Thus one can study the force/stress effects on: (a) electronic
transitions that are sensitive to electron-phonon interactions. These include chalcogenides, and
amorphous materials in general since they have local mechanical soft spots due to random bonds; (b)
stress driven phase transitions, such as ferroic transitions that involve a strain, including piezoelectric
and magnetostrictive; (c) mechanical transformation/process such as twinning transitions and ductile-
brittle transitions, many of these involving competition between dislocation-mediated deformation and
coherent rotation.

Figure 3.1 Examples of the mechanical effects of the electromagnetic field of the electron bunch from FACET as it
impinges on metal-insulator-metal structures. The magnetic field induces currents and charges in the metallic
layers and through electrostatic and Lorentz force the layers attract or repel each other. Such short excitation on
the time scale of phonon interaction (THz range) is very useful for phenomena involving the atomic lattice.

Patrick Kirchmann reviewed opportunities for time and angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy at
FACET-II, with applications to cooperative phenomena and unique non-equilibrium properties of
materials.  The THz field pulse from FACET could excite various systems such as coherent spin waves in
antiferromagnetic materials, soft phonons in Josephson plasma, soft phonon modes in high-Tc
superconductors, spin dynamics in multiferroic materials. These experiments could use a higher
repetition rate but materials would have to be chosen to withstand the average power pumped into
them.

Hermann Durr presented the potential of the magnetic field from the FACET beam in studying magnetic
switching phenomena. As the electron bunch passes through a uniformly magnetized magnetic thin film
sample, its magnetic field will excite the film magnetization and imprint a magnetic pattern. This pattern
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can reveal details about the magnetic exchange interaction or spin transport through the conduction
electrons. The precession of the magnetization acts like a stopwatch and the magnetic pattern encodes
the dynamics in a similar way as a seismograph encodes the tremors of an earthquake. Future
experiments can make the link between traditional magnetic field switching and more modern all-
optical switching because the THz time range of the magnetic field pulse lies between the two modes of
switching.

Figure 3.2 Schematic of the magnetic switching experiment using an ultra-short electron bunch surrounded by a magnetic and
electric field. The magnetic patterns encode the magnetization switching dynamics of two different samples.

Matthias Hoffmann reviewed laser-based THz sources and experiments at LCLS. In comparison to FACET
field parameters, the laser-based sources are one or two orders of magnitude less intense. Nevertheless,
they are flexible and the timing can easily be adjusted to have low jitter for high repetition rate pump
probe experiments. Twenty-six user experiments with the THz pump X-ray probe setup were conducted
in areas as diverse as ferroelectricity, magnetism and superconductivity.  The experiments could observe
field effects directly in the time domain and control low energy degrees of freedom in complex matter.
Hoffman also talked about the experience of pump-probe experiments inside the FACET tunnel using
the THz transition radiation of the electron bunch. The goal was to investigate the field-driven insulator-
metal transition in strongly correlated compound vanadium dioxide. The THz field profile and timing
with the laser was readily established, however it was found that radial polarization of the THz transition
radiation is a problem and that materials with effects greater than 10% would work better. The difficulty
of tunnel access makes it important to transport the THz radiation out of the tunnel for pump-probe
experiments.

Hirohito Ogasawara discussed the applications of THz radiation to chemistry and catalysis. The THz
radiation gives a more efficient direct activation of molecular/atomic motion than laser light, which only
heats the substrate, providing an indirect and inefficient excitation. The presentation discussed an initial
experiment with CO adsorption and oxidation on Ru substrate, with good prospects for ultrafast, time
resolved, direct evaluation of the bond rearrangement process. The experiment was tested using LCLS-
driven THz transition radiation. The advantages at FACET-II would be the field strength and the
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frequency range of 1-20 THz to match the vibrational frequency of the surface-molecule bond. Similar
fields can change electrochemical processes in fuel cell, battery and artificial photosynthesis studies.

Figure 3.3 The radiation in the THz range (Far Infrared ~10THz) enables more efficient direct activation of atomic/molecular
motion, without heating the metallic substrate as a laser pulse would do.

Finally there was a discussion about the feasibility of a THz transport line from the tunnel to the klystron
gallery area where experimental setup and laser integration in pump-probe experiments is easier. Such
a facility would be useful as long as the intensity of the field can be substantially preserved during
transport, otherwise it would provide little advantage compared with laser based THz sources.

.
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4. Plasma Acceleration Based Linear Colliders (Oct. 14, 2015)
Conveners:   Jean-Pierre Delahaye (SLAC), Andrei Seryi (JAI)

4.1. Introduction

The FACET-II workshop on Oct 14 focused on Plasma Acceleration Based Linear Colliders. It covered both
beam and laser driven plasma wakefield techniques with the main world experts of each technology
participating in the discussions.  The major results are summarized below.  These will feed in to the
science strategy for FACET-II and help guide the design, commissioning and ultimate operation of the
upgraded facility, as well as informing the R&D roadmap for instrumentation and machine performance.

The workshop was organized in 4 sessions, namely “setting the stage”, “the various designs of PWFA
based Linear Colliders”, “their major challenges and technical issues” and “specific R&D experiments to
address the issues”. The workshop was attended by more than 30 scientists representing institutions
such as DESY, FNAL, INFN, IST, JAI, LBNL, Oslo, MPP, SLAC, Strathclyde and UCLA. Each session covered
both beam driven and laser driven plasma techniques identifying and emphasizing strong synergies and
complementarity between the two technologies especially on:

High Energy Physics Motivation
Efficiency, Beam Dynamics and Beam Quality
Multiple Stages for HEP Applications
Positron Acceleration
International Context

The highlights of the major presentations are summarized below. Overall, the FACET-II design as
described in the CDR was found to be well adapted to address the major issues with plasma based linear
colliders. The R&D to be pursued is well integrated and complementary to the other world-wide test
facilities. The unique properties of FACET-II, particularly the high energy and high density electron and
positron beams, will provide R&D opportunities which are presently unavailable elsewhere.

The workshop stimulated collaboration and exchanges between accelerator and plasma experts. It
emphasized the need to address issues both on experimental and theoretical aspects using accelerator
and plasma tools for an improved understanding between both communities.  In particular, an analytical
expression for the range wake function of a bunch in a plasma blow-out regime needs to be developed,
similar to the analytical expressions for impedance and break-up estimation in a standard accelerator
environment.  FACET-II would then provide an ideal tool to test the model experimentally and improve
the theory. Together this would strengthen the confidence of the scientific community in the application
of the novel technology of plasma based acceleration to high energy colliders in the future.

4.2. High Energy Physics Motivation

The LHC physics program will end around the year 2035. The energy and luminosity of the next collider
will  be determined by the physics to be studied. For scale, at 1TeV, to have around 10,000 events per
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year will require a luminosity on the order of 1034. Two likely scenarios for a PWFA-LC were considered.
First,  the  International  Linear  Collider  (ILC)  is  constructed  with  a  500  GeV  center  of  mass  energy  and
plasmas will be used to extend the energy reach of the ILC up to a few TeV over time. Second, the ILC is
not built and a standalone PWFA-LC is constructed with an initial energy of around 1 TeV. In either case,
the energy and luminosity requirements have several implications for plasma accelerators.

Plasma accelerators must provide high gradient acceleration that can reach TeV energies in the scale of
a few kilometers, corresponding to average, or geographic, gradients of >1 GeV/m. To do physics at this
energy will also require sufficient luminosity and maximizing the luminosity means high beam power
and small vertical beam size. Multi-megawatt beam powers dictate that the acceleration process be
highly efficient. Producing IP beam sizes in the 10’s of nm to µm range means that plasma accelerators
must produce beams with an energy spread on the order of a percent and maintain a normalized
emittance  from  the  10’s  of  nm  to  µm  level.  The  needs  of  the  high  energy  physics  community  will  be
most completely met with an electron-positron collider. Thus, a plasma based collider should be able to
meet all of the above criteria while accelerating electrons as well as positrons.

4.3. Efficiency, Beam Dynamics and Beam Quality

The  plasma  cell  is  the  heart  of  any  concept  for  a  plasma  based  collider.  The  optimal  regime  for
accelerating electrons in the plasma cell is the nonlinear blow-out regime. The transverse fields
experienced by the accelerating beam provide strong focusing and are linear in radius forming an ideal
lens free of geometric aberration. The accelerating field is constant in radius so particles at different
radii gain energy at the same rate. The accelerating gradient in the plasma is proportional to the square
root of the plasma density. Multi-GeV/m acceleration within the plasma means densities in the 1016-1017

e-/cm3 range. If the accelerating beam has charge similar to ILC parameters (~1010 electrons/bunch), the
bunch length is then chosen to load, or flatten, the accelerating field so that all particles along the bunch
gain energy at the same rate.

For a given plasma density, the non-linear theory of beam loading provides a basis for determining the
rest of the beam parameters. For Gaussian shaped current profiles the drive beam will have a peak
current equal to the witness beam, have about three times the total charge and precede the witness
bunch by roughly half a plasma period (~150fs). Such parameters are predicted to provide an energy
gain of 25GeV in a plasma cell  of roughly one meter while transferring energy from the drive beam to
the witness beam with an efficiency of ~50%. Theoretical estimates and simulations indicate the overall
efficiency can be pushed even higher by optimizing the shape of the current profile of the drive and
witness beams.

Conventional accelerators operate with much lower beam loading and use BNS damping to minimize the
coupling to transverse wakefields. Traditional BNS would indicate that to maintain the transverse beam
quality, the coupling should not be larger than 10% for a 1% energy spread. Experiments and Particle in
Cell simulations of PWFA however have already indicated that the sensitivity to transverse wakes is
more forgiving in the nonlinear blowout regime. Indeed, estimates for emittance growth from
mechanisms such as electron hose instability, ion motion, gas scattering and synchrotron radiation need
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to be quantified and benchmarked with experiments. Understanding the optimal level of coupling
required to achieve high efficiency while preserving transverse beam quality was identified as a high
priority for the FACET-II research program.

4.4. Multiple Stages for HEP Applications

The ILC and CLIC have spent decades optimizing the various subsystems for their respective linear
collider designs. There was a general consensus that concepts for a plasma based linear collider should
benefit from these designs and concentrate on replacing the largest and costliest element – the main
linac. Towards that end, plasma accelerators have sufficient gradient and the issue then becomes how
to power multiple plasma cells and how to stage multiple plasma cells together. Multiple ideas exist on
how to generate trains of pulses to power successive plasma accelerator stages. Trains of macropulses
can be efficiently generated in a highly loaded normal conducting linac or CW pulses can be stacked and
distributed at the correct interval through combiner rings. For all cases, beamline designs need to be
developed that can preserve the beam quality of multi-kA beams and meet the stability requirements.

The inter-stage optics must serve several functions: dump the spent drive bunch from one plasma cell,
inject a fresh drive bunch ahead of the main beam, align the new drive beam to the main beam with the
required tolerances in space and time, and not degrade the emittance of the main beam. Accomplishing
this  for  beams  with  energies  of  10’s  of  GeV  to  a  TeV  while  keeping  the  inter-stage  spacing  to  of  the
order of 25 meters is a challenging problem. The most powerful focusing element in the system is the
plasma itself. A theoretical framework has been developed that describes how to tailor the density
gradient at the entrance and exit of the plasma to match the beam into and out of a conventional
focusing system. To handle the finite energy spread and preserve the beam emittance, so called super-
achromat designs were proposed to match the beam from the exit of one plasma cell to the entrance of
another. Alternatively, so-called active plasma lenses have been demonstrated at low energy and
FACET-II will test the scalability of these devices to 10GeV.

Plasma injection techniques such as ionization, density downramp, Trojan horse and colliding pulse
injection were proposed as methods to create beams with unprecedented brightness from within the
plasma source itself. Utilizing these beams will require the ability to couple them out to subsequent
plasma stages or to applications without degradation. Developing plasma sources with the density
profile  control  and  beamline  optics  for  matching  beams  into  and  out  of  the  plasma  cell  and  finally
benchmarking their performance using an independent witness injector were identified as high priority
elements of the FACET-II research program.

4.5. Positron Acceleration

Accelerating positrons in a plasma wakefield is not the same as for electrons. In a uniform plasma, a
positron bunch will suck the plasma electrons in towards the axis. As the plasma electrons cross the axis
and move outward they will eventually create a wakefield that is accelerating for positrons.
Unfortunately, in this scenario the wakefield cannot be flattened to produce a narrow energy spread
and, in addition, the ion background will strongly defocus the positrons. Operating in the linear regime
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would require positron beams so large in diameter that the emittance degradation from gas scattering
would be unacceptable.

Two alternatives have been proposed. The first is the so-called self-loaded regime first discovered at
FACET. In this scenario, under certain initial conditions, a positron beam can trap plasma electrons on
axis leading to a neutralization of the de-focusing forces and a loading of the accelerating wakefield. This
technique  is  of  interest  to  the  class  of  plasma  collider  that  would  seek  to  upgrade  the  energy  of  an
existing ILC. The second technique uses a hollow or nearly hollow channel plasma to eliminate the
defocusing problem while still providing high-gradient acceleration. FACET-II will build on the first ever
tests of hollow channel plasma wakefield acceleration conducted at FACET by pushing the acceleration
length and energy gain. The FACET-II program will also quantify the transverse alignment tolerances
necessary to preserve the accelerated beam quality. Using the only high energy high peak-current
positron beams in the world, FACET-II will study acceleration of positrons in both uniform and hollow
channel plasmas and identify the optimum configuration for collider applications.

4.6. International Context

By the early 2020’s, there will be many facilities around the world studying plasma wakefield
acceleration.  Petawatt  lasers  coming  online  in  Europe  and  the  BELLA  facility  at  LBNL  will  continue  to
study laser driven plasma accelerators (LWFA). A pan European effort known as EuPRAXIA will have just
completed a design study for a laser driven plasma accelerator facility to deliver 4 GeV beams to users
with a high degree of stability and quality. The AWAKE experiment at CERN will have completed the first
two physics runs studying proton driven plasma wakefield acceleration. The FLASHforward facility at
DESY is expected to be online studying beam and laser driven plasma acceleration. In this timeframe
frame, FACET-II will be fully constructed and operating as a National User Facility with 10 GeV beams of
electrons and positrons with unparalleled capabilities. FACET-II will be a continuation of over two
decades of University-SLAC collaboration, producing world leading breakthroughs in plasma wakefield
acceleration, while pushing towards the ultimate goal of developing concepts for a plasma wakefield
based linear collider.
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4.7. Experimental proposal: Jean-Pierre Delahaye (SLAC)
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4.8. Experimental proposal: Erik Adli (U. Oslo)
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4.9. Experimental proposal: Xinlu Xu (UCLA)
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4.10. Experimental proposal: Carl Lindstrom (U. Oslo)
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4.11. Experimental proposal: Spencer Gessner (SLAC)
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5. Plasma Acceleration Based XFELs (Oct. 15, 2015)
Conveners Erik Hemsing (SLAC), James Rosenzweig (UCLA)

5.1. Introduction

The Plasma Acceleration Based XFELs session of the FACET-II Science Opportunities Workshop discussed
the possible experimental program of research on plasma acceleration based XFELs at the planned new
FACET-II facility. The session focus was to sharpen the scientific goals in order to refine the technical
requirements of the facility. This will ensure maximum impact during the lifetime of FACET-II. Results of
the session are intended to feed directly in to the science strategy for FACET-II and to guide the design,
commissioning and ultimate operation of the upgraded facility.

Several challenges critical to the development of Plasma Acceleration Based XFELs were addressed by
workshop speakers.

5.2. Previous Experiments

Many of the compelling scientific opportunities for PWFA driven XFELs at FACET-II build extensively on
dedicated  studies  conducted  at  the  FACET  facility  and  elsewhere.   For  example,  the  Trojan  Horse
injection technique, which was experimentally examined at FACET, is a promising method to obtain the
high-brightness beams and highlighted by several XFEL concepts at FACET-II. Accordingly, several
schemes, techniques, and unanticipated results obtained from FACET and related experiments were
reviewed in the workshop. These summaries provide historical context for future advanced studies and
provide a foundation to orient the design and scientific landscape of the FACET-II parameter space.

5.2.1. E210 Trojan Horse Injection and Diagnostic Systems

One of the key elements of the E210 experiment, which aims to generate FEL-quality electron beams via
ionization injection is fs timing between the electron driver at FACET and the ionization laser.  Electro-
Optical  Sampling  (EOS)  of  the  FACET  beam  to  synchronize  laser  and  e-beam  arrival  provides  a  non-
destructive measurement of arrival time. This diagnostic gives needed shot to shot information inside a
100 fs range, with jitter measured at around ~65 fs rms. This is perfect for auto-scanning injection times
with  time  stamping  from  EOS.   Dark  current  research  in  the  Trojan  Horse  (TH)  injection  scheme  was
performed: the dark current comes from self injection of electrons. Simulations and experiments
indicate that dark current can be mitigated by reducing the drive bunch charge and/or lowering the
plasma density. Witness beam diagnostics are being developed in E201, in particular emittance
measurements to verify scaling of emittance with the laser potential and focal spot. Emittance may also
be possibly measured by examining the near-axis betatron radiation spectrum, which is narrow band
and may be seen above bremsstrahlung backgrounds. The E210 experimental goals are to use the high
quality bunch to drive an XFEL at FACET II. One may also try to perform off-axis injection for enhanced
betatron radiation experiments.
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5.2.2. E-201 Results and Implications for DWA-based FEL

The E201 experiment has shown that >GeV/m gradients can be achieved in Dielectric Wakefield
Acceleration (DWA). Further, witness beam measurements have indicated a wave-extraction efficiency
of nearly 80% for this generation of measurements. This opens the door to compact FELs based on DWA,
which can employ high transformer ratio modules with a 1 GeV driver to reach hard X-rays. However,
the experiments also discovered a new effect, high-field-induced damping due to band distortions as
GV/m fields are introduced into the material. This effect has implications for DWA use in multi-pulse
mode for an FEL, and as direct drivers of narrow band THz radiation.

New experiments have studied the effect of deflection modes, and have also shown they can be
mitigated by using slab-symmetric structures and flat beams, which eliminate dipole modes in the
infinitely wide beam limit. Novel photonic structures may also permit elimination of metal boundaries
that dissipate power and fail due to pulse heating.  Dielectrics with specially shaped periodic boundaries
may be used to suppress electric field penetration into the dielectric, thus diminishing high-field
damping effects. These critical issues, as well as higher frequency DWA operation can be addressed in
FACET II.

5.2.3. Multi-pulse PWFA for FEL

FACET activities in very high gradient PWFA research were complemented by work at the BNL ATF by the
UCLA PBPL group on the quasi-nonlinear (QNL) wakefield excitation mechanism. QNL operation of the
PWFA is very important, because it allows the use of resonant pulse trains even in the PWFA blowout
regime. This provides high average current and high efficiency for linear colliders and FELs, while
preserving the advantages of the blowout regime in emittance preservation and energy spread control.
The  first  QNL  study  at  BNL  concentrated  on  focal  effects.  It  demonstrated  that  under-dense  nb  >n0
focusing could be achieved with resonant interactions, at much higher n0 than for long beams. These
experiments also clarified permissible pulse train formats, showing that a simple periodic excitation at
integer wavelength separation should be avoided, and instead a ramped pulse train operating on a half
wavelength periodicity is preferred.  The measurements also explored beam filamentation in the over-
dense regime. The experimental methods developed, in particular for focusing and diagnosing beam
spots to below 5 µm rms, open the door to next generation experiments in both QNL PWFA and in the
adiabatic plasma lens. These experiments will be undertaken at SPARC (INFN-LNF). Further studies are
also envisioned at FACET II.

5.3. Concepts for Beam Generation, Shaping, and Transport

5.3.1. High Brightness and Low Energy Spread Electron Beam Generation

Colliders and XFELS have challenging requirements on brightness. This raises the question of whether it
is possible to generate a beam with sufficient brightness and energy spread in a PWFA. Start-to-end
simulations have been used to study beam generation. With ionization injection schemes, transverse
and longitudinal phase mixing can dominate the eventual emittances achievable. Colliding laser pulses
avoids the mixing and can be studied at FACET-II. Another promising approach is downramp injection:
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the plasma density varies along the injection length (n0 decreases) in a way that may give much lower
slice energy spread. The beam is generated with large energy chirp, which is then removed by the
accelerating field. This has been shown in start-to-end simulations using PIC codes.

5.3.2. Beam Shaping for DWA

High efficiency energy transfer from the drive beam to the plasma wake is crucial for the next
generation colliders at the high energy frontier. Achieving high efficiency requires a high transformer
ratio (TR), but obtaining high TRs in collinear wakefield accelerators requires a drive beam with a
longitudinally ramped profile.  While several promising techniques exist for shaping the bunch, such as
emittance exchange, many of these remove a significant portion of the beam charge and require
dedicated RF deflectors and magnetic optics.

Figure 1.7: Phase space evolution of electron beam through DWA current shaper. An initially symmetric
gaussian-like current profile (left) is converted to ramped current profile (right) with larger transformer
ratio (R>>2).

The  dielectric  wakefield  shaper  is  an  alternative  technique  that  uses  the  drive  beam  self  wake  to
rearrange the phase space. It is thus a passive, compact device that does not result in a significant loss in
charge.  Such a  device  may be both ideal  for  testing  and implementation at  FACET-II,  as  several  PWFA
and DWA experiments could benefit from high TR shaped beams. Characterization of the longitudinal
profile will be possible with the deflector and spectrometer, while a witness beam can be used to probe
the wake. Performance of DWA shaping should ultimately be benchmarked against alternate strategies
such as masking or drive laser shaping for practical implementation.

5.3.3. Focusing, Matching and Emittance Control in PWFAs

Tailored plasma density profiles offer immense opportunities for exploring adiabatic plasma lensing as
well as density transition-aided beam matching, which is critical for emittance preservation.  The use of
such beam transport optics and techniques can have a significant impact on XFELs based on PWFA
sources, as these devices place strict limitations on the beam quality and matching. Likewise, the upper
and lower bounds of the useful plasma density range is dictated by beam parameters. At FACET-II, the
higher current, charge, energy and lower emittance significantly opens the parameter space for
experimental exploration of these possibilities.

Demonstration of controlled plasma focusing of electron beams with minimal to no emittance growth
would be a significant and novel step in the road towards practical compact accelerators, XFELs, and
beam optics based on plasmas. Plasma lensing and matching is most interesting for higher plasma
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densities, which in turn require extremely high current, energy, charge beams with low emittance.
FACET-II pushes this envelope.

Figure 1.8: Results of 3D PIC simulations demonstrating the concept of density transition matching of drive
beam to plasma channel with minimal emittance growth. Left: Evolution of the horizontal drive beam beta
function (colored, dashed lines) of an aggressive 10x focusing scheme. The ramped plasma density is shown in
black. Right: Evolution of the scaled drive beam emittance.

With properly shaped density profiles, it is feasible that an electron beam could be focused transversely
to the nanometer scale. A fundamental limit to the focusing will be the onset of beam hosing.
Establishing this limit is critical and requires experimental demonstration. Accordingly, measuring
nanometer scale beams is non-trivial, particularly single shot and in the environment of a plasma. One
possibility  is  to  use  betatron  generated  x-rays  to  diagnose  the  beam,  as  has  been  done  in  the  LPA
community.

Alternative approaches are being actively studied in the community. Preliminary tests will be carried out
at SPARC, a facility with improved capabilities and a dedicated program. FACET-II would certainly
produce the gold standard results.

5.4. Novel Undulators and Radiators

5.4.1. Micro-scale 3-D Electromagnets for Laboratory-Scale FELs

Ultra-compact accelerators require compact optics to control the electron beam. A critical question is:
Can micro electro-mechanical system (MEMS) manufacturing address a technological gap in electron
beam optics? Short-period (<1 mm) undulators and high-gradient (kTesla/m-scale) focusing optics
require complex geometries with micron-scale resolution and mm-scale 3D features made of high-
quality magnetic materials and conductors. Recently developed MEMS manufacturing processes extend
magnet layer thickness toward the mm-scale.

For example, ultra-high gradient quadrupoles and higher-order multipole optics are enabling
technologies for injection between stages of dielectric/plasma accelerators, for ultra-strong focusing for
Gamma-ray ICS interaction, and for x-ray FELs from sub-GeV electron beams. Such manufacturing
processes also have potentially significant impact in other technologies, such as Raman-regime x-Ray
FELs and relativistic single-shot transmission electron microscopy.
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Figure 1.9: Left: Picture of micro electro-mechanical system (MEMS) quadrupole, about 3mm 3mm x0.1mm
not including thickness of substrate. Center: Quadrupole field measurments. Right: 0.4 mm period MEMS
undulator during manufacturing before completing winding.

FACET-II offers the possibility of demonstrating strong aberration-free focusing of GeV, kA-scale beams
to validate the technology. FACET-II provides a beam on the extreme end of these parameters. Several
techniques could be demonstrated: ultra-strong relativistic beam focusing with a micro-quadrupole;
aberration correction with a micro-sextupole; and micro-bunching with a micro-undulator. The focusing
can be measured on a beam profile monitor with a quadrupole sweep, and the micro-bunching
measured with STREAK imaging.

Further advances in MEMS manufacturing will be required to exceed 1 mm magnetic length for GeV-
scale beams. Additional challenges include micron-scale beam position stability and micron-scale
resolution beam diagnostics.

Alternatives include small-aperture machined permanent magnet quadrupoles, which have
demonstrated focusing fields as high as 600 Tesla/m. Plasma lenses also produce strong net-focusing
without requiring a high-precision doublet or triplet.

5.4.2. Betatron Radiation-based Undulator

Resonant betatron excitation in plasmas may be a potential technology for compact and tunable light
sources. It both avoids the limitations of planar plasma wigglers and can produce a helical plasma
wiggler. Of particular interest is the use of polarized, >MeV photons for positron production. This could
have significant impact on future linear colliders that need a higher flux source of polarized positrons.

The FACET-II electron beams can drive sizable wakes in a relatively long, dense plasma, which would
permit studies of betatron radiation-based undulator schemes. It would be particularly interesting to
study Trojan Horse injection in this regime, taking advantage of long, wakeless plasmas produced by
the >TW laser and axicon optics. Multiple lasers are required tools for both plasma generation and
injection. Alternative approaches for polarized photon production are high-field and SC helical
undulators, pure plasma wigglers with tailored plasmas, and high-K Ion Channel Lasers.

5.4.3. Realizing an Ion Channel Laser at FACET-II

Ion channel lasers (ICLs) have been long considered a promising candidate to meet the scientific demand
for compact, efficient, and economic light sources. ICLs are compact plasma based light sources where
the coherent radiation is produced from betatron motion of the electrons wiggling through the ion
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channel. Due to their favorable scaling, they offer a compact, tunable, and high photon energy
alternative to magnetic radiators such as FELs.

In conventional PWFAs, off-axis injection makes the beam wiggle and thus radiate. At the same time, the
dynamics of the electron beam inside of the wake can also change the total energy and therefore alter
the emitted radiation wavelength. To produce monochromatic light, a 'wake-less plasma source' is
needed, where the blowout radius is much larger than the ion channel. In this case, the radiating beam
is injected into the strong blowout wake of a narrow pre-ionized filament. The plasma electrons do not
return to the central axis and thus no accelerating phase is experienced by the beam.

The high energy density of the FACET-II beam and long available plasma channel offers a unique
opportunity to examine the ICL concept. Potential techniques to explore include plasma channel shaping
(e.g., Heaviside step function in plasma radial profile or distal taper in plasma radial profile with
smoother transition) and plasma injection (e.g., Trojan Horse) to produce the trailing beam. Such studies
would address important issues regarding the coupling of injection and ICL stages, and would be
compared with alternatives such as witness bunch injection.

5.5. Advanced concepts in wakefield-based FELs

5.5.1. FELs with Plasma Accelerator-derived Beams and TGUs

The Transverse Gradient Undulator (TGU) concept has been proposed as an alternative to the
conventional undulator to permit high gain FEL lasing using beams with energy spreads larger than the
intrinsic FEL bandwidth. The beams from modern wakefield accelerators can have the high current and
low transverse emittance required for FEL beams. However, they typically have energy spreads of a few
percent, which is at least an order of magnitude greater than that allowable to achieve high gain at short
wavelengths. The TGU concept combines a canted-pole undulator with a horizontally dispersed beam to
compensate the effects of energy spread and produce a highly monochromatic FEL pulse.

Beams produced by the various wakefield techniques under study at FACET-II will be ideal for
experiments with the TGU concept. Such studies will likely require the construction and installation of a
TGU undulator (with corresponding photon diagnostics) in a high dispersion position such as a final
compressor

5.5.2. Start-to-end Simulations of a PWFA Based XFEL

Compact FELs with high performance are a primary driver for plasma accelerator research. High
brightness FELs would complement existing FELs such as LCLS, and may possibly mutually cross-fertilize.
For example, the (5D) brightness values of the beams produced by the proposed Trojan Horse (TH)
technique exceed the LCLS electron beam by many orders of brightness. Such beams would both
increase the output power and shorten the gain length.
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Figure 1.10: General setup for collinear Trojan Horse injector, illustrating the suite of numerical tools for start-
to-end simulations.

At FACET-II, it should be possible to produce high brightness TH beams with high stability, to extract
them from the plasma stage, to transport and match them to the undulator, and to ultimately explore
and demonstrate high gain and lasing. Currently, the jitter & stability, and limited space at FACET makes
such systematic studies very difficult/impossible. The increased control, stability, and tunablity of the
FACET-II photoinjector-based drive bunch will allow much better exploration of the TH schemes.
Another advantage is the much better synchronization between laser and electron bunch drive beam.
Additional studies could include using multiple laser pulses for beam shaping and for driving multi-color
FELs/ICS. Other studies may include downramp-assisted TH, and manipulation of the TH release laser
pulses for tailoring e.g., shape, polarization, and wavelength (see FACET-II “Iliad” proposal, Sep 2014).

Challenges moving forward include: producing sufficient > 2.5 kA drive beam current, pre-ionization of a
sufficiently wide plasma channel (perhaps with diffractive optics), synchronization of laser/electron
beam arrival to sub-50 fs level and associated time-of-arrival measurements, beam quality preservation
during extraction from plasma and related measurements of beam parameters such as emittance (at 1e-
8 to 1e-9 mrad levels) and brightness (1e20 Am2rad2 levels).  The possibility of using an undulator for
indirect emittance measurement is being explored.

5.6. Discussion

Topics of discussion impacting the FACET-II program in FEL research ranged from questions about the
specifics of plasma tailoring to the practical aspects of beam characterization and measurement.

One particular issue discussed was how to extract and preserve beams out of the plasma. How much
freedom do we have to control the plasma boundaries? There are many different shaping techniques
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available by changing plasma wall geometries/pressures to tailor transition regions. There is enough
freedom in the conceptual framework to define a roadmap for future studies.

The systematic issue of dealing with spent beams, new beams, and witness beams via modular designs is
important for a full PWFA implementation.

Each new technique places new requirements on the diagnostics to measure the beam properties. A
future study should address the ability to measure nanometer-scale emittances on shot to shot basis.

An important question is to define the figure of merit to be used to measure progress towards a usable
beam for a compact wakefield driven FEL. The use of photon peak brightness as well as average photon
brightness was discussed as a measure of a beam’s potential usefulness.
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5.7. Experimental proposal: Gerard Andonian (UCLA)
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6. Applications of Compton Based Gamma Rays s (Oct. 16, 2015)
Conveners:   Carsten Hast (SLAC), Vladimir Litvinenko (Stony Brook)

6.1. Summary

The October 16 Workshop was on Applications of Compton Based Gamma Rays and the workshop
explored some of the unique capabilities of FACET-II. The current FACET program does not include
Compton scattering experiments and there have not been Compton experiments at SLAC in some time.
One goal of this workshop was to familiarize the physics community which uses Compton based gamma
rays for their research with the potential of the future FACET-II. Another goal was to familiarize the SLAC
accelerator community with the physics questions that could potentially be addressed at FACET-II.

The workshop started with an overview talk by V. Yakimenko describing the present FACET physics
program. He followed with an introduction to the plans for FACET-II, including the various stages and the
construction time line. He ended with some initial thoughts about the possibility of a future Compton
scattering upgrade to FACET-II. The FACET-II beam delivery system has been designed to be extremely
flexible. Because of this flexibility, the energy range of the gamma rays is extremely wide, spanning from
MeV to multiple  GeV.   The brightness  of  the electron beam is  very  high,  so  it  can produce very  large
fluxes of gamma rays, limited primarily by the power in the laser system.

Table 1.1 Main parameters of BIG (Beams of Intense Gamma-rays at FACET-II) compared with existing gamma
ray sources.

Physics with gamma rays can be coarsely divided into three gamma energy ranges: low (below 100MeV),
medium (larger than 100MeV), and high (500MeV and above). The physics talks in this workshop
addressed various aspects of the research activities and future opportunities in these different gamma
energy ranges.

D.  Filipescu  gave  an  overview  talk  on  the  Extreme  Light  Infrastructure  –  Nuclear  Physics  (ELI-NP):
Technology and Physics Potential. ELI-NP is currently under construction in Romania. When this state-of-
the-art light source begins operation in about 3 years, it will support experiments on a very broad range
of research topics in the low energy range (3-19.5 MeV).
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The low energy range was addressed by N. Pietralla in “Photonuclear Reactions with MeV-Range
Gamma-Rays from FACET-II”, A. Tonchev in “Low-Energy Nuclear Physics with Laser Compton -Rays”,
and B. Norum “Physics with Low Energy (<100MeV) Gamma-Rays”. They covered a wide range of physics
topics:

Nuclear Structure Physics
o Nuclear single particle structure
o Collective nuclear structures
o Photofission

Particle-Physics Metrology
o Neutrino detectors
o Nuclear matrix elements for -decay

Nuclear Astrophysics
o Capture / desintegration reactions
o Nuclear synthesis

Applications
o Radiotomography
o Nuclear Photonics

BIG would have great discovery potential if operated at low electron beam energies, achieving 100 times
larger photon fluxes and a 10 times better energy resolution than HIGS, the “High Intensity Gamma-Ray
Source”  at  Duke  University.  In  the  period  before  ELI-NP  comes  online,  HIGS  is  the  most  powerful
machine in the low energy range. HIGS provides Compton photons in an energy range of 2-60 MeV. The
layout of HIGS is shown below.

Figure 1.11 Layout of the HIGS facility at Duke University.

A variety of potential detectors were discussed by B. Norum. Two examples are shown below.
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Figure 1.12 The Blowfish Neutron Detector Array (left) and the Target and the HINDA for Compton Scattering
Experiments detector (right).

R. Hajima gave a talk on “Application of Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence (NRF) to Nondestructive Assay
of  Nuclear  Material”.  This  talk  was  not  focused  on  FACET-II  but  presented  applications  of  low  energy
Compton sources for homeland security and development of nuclear safeguards. BIG could play a role in
R&D for new measurement methods, especially for NRF.

I. Pogorelsky gave an overview talk on potential laser sources for FACET-II, “Laser Requirements for BIG:
mid-IR CO2 versus near-IR Ti:Sapph”. He presented the basic concepts of laser requirements and
described the gamma ray energy and fluxes achievable using different types of cavity cells as the
Compton scattering interaction point. Much of his talk focused on future development of CO2 lasers
towards a Compton FEL.

B. Norum spoke on the physics potential with medium Compton gamma rays, “Physics with Medium
Energy (>100 MeV) Gamma-Rays”. He discussed the threshold and radiative pion production
measurements which are relevant for Big Bang nucleosynthesis and testing of various nuclear sum rules.

In addition to “simple” Compton scattering, V. Yakimenko mentioned the potential application of FACET-
II as a gamma-gamma collider, in the final stage of the project when both electron and positron beams
were available. For the collider, two laser pulses would collide with the electron and positron beams
simultaneously and could for the first time generate e+e- pairs in vacuum with real and not virtual
photons (see Figure 6.3).
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Figure 1.13 Schematic of possible gamma-gamma collider at FACET-II.

None of the presenters covered physics experiments with high energy gamma rays. At energies from a
few 100 MeV to multiple GeV, the resonant and spin structures of nucleons can be studied via meson
photo-production. Given typical FACET-II energies and the already existing laser infrastructure, this
appears to be the easiest and most cost effective Compton scattered photon energy range to achieve.
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6.2. Experimental Proposal: Ryoichi Hajima (JAEA)
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6.3. Experimental Proposal: Anton Tonchev (LLNL)
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